The Future of EHS Network
A premier network for forward-looking EHS leaders committed to
creating business value and a more sustainable world.

Purpose

Network Activities & Access

The Network enables group discussion on emerging EHS
topics, peer feedback and advice, exclusive benchmarking
research, and access to ERM EHS expertise.

Inclusivity and accessibility are at the heart of the network.
The Future of EHS Network members actively inform and
shape the Network agenda.

By bringing together a multi-sector cross-section of EHS
leaders, the Network will help you:

The Network enables group discussion on emerging EHS
topics through the following activities.

Gain insights on the latest EHS trends, innovations, risks,
and opportunities
Access and contribute to peer-to-peer sharing on
subjects including harnessing technology and digital
solutions, evolving EHS business needs, and meeting the
challenges of a modern workforce

Virtual Roundtables
We host presentations and group discussions on
trending topics and facilitate peer feedback and advice

Improve and leverage EHS efforts across your business
to drive performance and build credibility.

Expert Support
ERM EHS experts work with you individually on
the specific challenges you are addressing

Annual Benchmark
We work with members to define and develop an
annual benchmark

Online Portal
Our members can access exclusive Network
materials via our online portal

Program Content

Membership Benefits & Dues

Network topics will be chosen based on input from the
member network, recent industry developments, and new
research. Sample topics may include:

The following benefits are accessible to network members
and can be extended to additional colleagues for
applicable topics:

Connecting health and safety and human capital.

Monthly virtual roundtables

Translating EHS results into business results and
communicating them internally.

Two one-hour private consultations with ERM experts
Participation in and development of annual benchmark

Harnessing technology and digital technologies to
improve the business value of EHS, while improving
efficiency.

Unlimited access to resources via member portal
Membership costs $7,500 per year per company.

Applying lessons from operations during the pandemic
that can be applied to the future.
Evolving EHS training and development programs to
meet the needs of a modern workforce.
Creating synergy between sustainability and EHS
programs and avoiding competing interests.
Anticipating emerging issues including regulations,
contaminants, and business trends.
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